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Vocabulary – The Magician’s Nephew – for each bolded word, find the definition and give some synonyms, examples or illustrations that demonstrate you understand what the word means. Chapter One: The Wrong Door “London isn’t a Hole,” said Polly indignantly. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“Or perhaps he’s a coiner.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Polly had discovered long ago that if you opened a certain little door in the box-room attic of her house you would find the cistern and a dark place behind it. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Two: Digory and His Uncle “In an asylum, do you mean?” “Oh no, no, no,” said Uncle Andrew in a shocked voice. “Nothing of that sort. Only in prison.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



It was only a few days before her death that she told me to go to an old bureau in her house and open a secret door and bring her a little box that I would find there. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



I never heard anything so preposterous in my life! Do you realize what you’re saying? Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



I should be very sorry to think that anyone of our family had not enough honour and chivalry to go to the aid of - er - a lady in distress. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Three: The Wood Between the Worlds “This place is too quiet. It’s so – so dreamy, You’re almost asleep. If we once give in to it we shall just lie down and drowse for ever and ever.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Digory’s hand was shaking as he opened his penknife and cut out a long strip of turf on the bank of the pool. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Four: The Bell and the Hammer “I only thought you didn’t seem very keen on exploring this place.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



There was not a movement nor the sound of a breath among them all. They were like the most wonderful waxworks you ever saw. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“And I’ve had enough of you too – you beastly, stuck-up, obstinate pig!” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Those were the only two things to be seen in the dark sky; they made a dismal group. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Five: The Deplorable Word The Queen gave a contemptuous smile. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



And by his art he has seen the shadow of my face, in some magic mirror or some enchanted pool; and for love of my beauty he has made a potent spell which shook your world to its foundations and sent you across the vast gulf between world and world to ask my favour and to bring me to him. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“It’s a reason of State, said Polly spitefully. “Like when you killed all those people in your own world.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Six: The Beginning of Uncle Andrew’s Troubles



Listen to your first task. I see we are in a large city. Procure for me at once a chariot or a flying carpet or a well-trained dragon, or whatever is usual for royal and noble persons in your land. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“Well do, do come back as soon as you can,” said Digory. “This is simply ghastly, having her here. We must make some sort of plan.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Seven: What Happened at the Front Door Uncle Andrew cowered away from her. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



First came the handsom. There was no one in the driver’s seat. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“Don’t let the old cove in the cab get away.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Eight: The Fight at the Lamp-post Lightly, easily, as if it were the most ordinary thing in the world, she stretched up her right arm and wrenched off one of the cross-bars of the lamp-post. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



She tossed her new weapon up in the air, caught it again, brandished it, and urged the horse to follow. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



The angry, frightened voices were all silenced. All except Uncle Andrew’s. Close behind Digory in the darkness, it was wailing on: “Oh, oh, is this delirium? Is it the end?” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Nine: The Founding of Narnia It was softer and more lilting than the song by which he had called up the stars and the sun; a gentle, rippling music. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“I should be perfectly in my rights. I have been most shamefully, most abominably treated.” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



“You have insisted on my entertaining you to an exceedingly expensive, not to say, ostentatious, lunch, though I was obliged to pawn my watch and chain in order to do so (and let me tell you, Ma’am, that none of our family have been in the habit of frequenting pawn shops…).” Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Digory’s heart beat wildly; he knew something very solemn was to be done. He had not forgotten about Mother, but he knew jolly well that, even for her, he couldn’t interrupt a thing like this. Definition (copy from a dictionary):



Synonyms, examples or illustrations:



Chapter Ten: The First Joke and Other Matters Out of the trees wild people stepped forth, gods Fauns and Satyrs and Dwarfs. Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:



Chapter Eleven: Digory and His Uncle are Both in Trouble



The sagacious animal went on doing this till gallons of water had been squirted over him, and water was running out of the skirts of his frock-coat as if he had been for a bath with all his clothes on. Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:



“She woke up,” said Digory wretchedly. Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:



“Then,” said Aslan, “you will have done all that a King should do. Your coronation will be held presently.” Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:



Chapter Twelve: Strawberry’s Adventure



For the tawny face was bent down near his own and (wonder of wonders) great shining tears stood in the Lion’s eyes. Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:



The Elephant had no such wish, and the new King of Narnia helped both the children up: that is, he gave Digory a rough heave and set Polly as gently and daintily on the horse’s bach as if she were made of china and might break. Definitions (copy from a dictionary):



Illustrations:
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